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UK planes 'attacked Yemen'
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Amnesty International says war planes supplied by the UK to Saudi
Arabia are "extremely likely" to have been used in attacks on
civilians in Yemen."Our report points to the Saudis using UKsupplied and UK-maintained arms in secret attacks that have left
scores of Yemeni civilians dead," Amnesty's Arms Program Director
Oliver Sprague said on Tuesday."The government needs to
announce a thorough investigation to get to the bottom of this,
reporting the findings back to Parliament," he added, demanding
"all current and future UK supplies of arms to Saudi Arabia should
be suspended pending the results of this investigation."The UK
must ensure that the jet fighters "did not facilitate violations of
international humanitarian law, including possible war crimes, by
the Saudi Arabian air force," the human rights groups said.Amnesty's report found it was ...
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By
John
V.
Whitbeck:If Kosovo,
why not Palestine?
On July 22, the
International Court
of Justice issued an advisory opinion on the
following question posed to it by Serbia: "Is
the unilateral declaration of independence
by the Provisional Institutions of SelfGovernment of Kosovo in accordance ...

Security arrests 20 protestors
from Khaled Saeed Facebook
group in Cairo
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Iran plans to exploit
uranium
A few days after
Iran began injecting
fuel into its first
nuclear power plant, Iran's nuclear point
man says the country plans to explore and
exploit uranium."After Bushehr power
plant, exploration and exploitation of
uranium is on the ...
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“Settlements and peace
are two parallels that
don't meet,” acting PA
Chief Mahmoud Abbas
urged the Middle East
Peace Quartet on
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UK planes 'attacked Yemen'
Amnesty International says war
planes supplied by the UK to Saudi
Arabia are "extremely likely" to have
been used in attacks on civilians in
Yemen."Our report points to the
Saudis using UK-supplied and UK-maintained arms in
secret attacks that ...

Lebanese All-Women Aid Ship to
Head to Gaza via Cyprus Sunday
Organizers of a Lebanese womenonly aid ship which plans to break
the Gaza blockade announced on
Thursday they will sail to Cyprus on the first leg of their
journey this weekend. “The ship Mariam will leave for
Cyprus on Sunday at 10 pm (1900 GMT) ...

Palestinian Detainees: Israel Wants
Us to Pressure Hamas
Palestinians imprisoned in the Israeli
prisons told Ynet on Monday that in
recent months authorities have been
turning a blind eye to smuggling of cellular phones into
detainees. According to the detainees, Israeli
authorities are allowing ...

Three shot dead in Kashmir

Al-Manar… Islamic Resistance's Most Effective Arm!

Hamas says Israel deceitful over Gaza

Indian troops kill 8-year-old boy

Sa’ar 5 Surprise… When the Resistance Shocked the
Enemy!

Hezbollah arms 'essential' for Lebanon

By John V. Whitbeck:If Kosovo, why not Palestine?

Hamas calls easing Gaza siege ploy
33 Days of Steadfastness and Resistance All the Way to
Victory Day
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NATO Occupation Soldiers Killed in
Afghanistan: ISAF
Three NATO occupation soldiers
were killed in Taliban-style bomb
attacks in southern Afghanistan on
Saturday, NATO said.The deaths push the number of
foreign troops killed so far this month to 87, by far the
deadliest monthly toll since the war began ...

Zebari warns against power vacuum
Iraqi Foreign Minister Hoshyar Zebari
has warned of continued violence
and killings if major parties fail to
reach a consensus over the next
prime minister. The failure to form a government
almost four months after an inconclusive general
election has ...

Abbas to quit talks if settlements go
on
“Settlements and peace are two
parallels that don't meet,” acting PA
Chief Mahmoud Abbas urged the
Middle East Peace Quartet on Sunday, The Jerusalem
Post reported.“If Israel continues with the settlement
construction, we will withdraw from ...

Petraeus May Ease Restrictive War Rules in Afghanistan

Iraq Car Bombs Kill 6, Wound 82

Israeli Ministers Reject Bill to Prevent Discrimination in
State Schools

5 NATO Occupation Soldiers Killed in 24 Hours in
Afghanistan, Toll up to 274

Kuwait Asks Lebanon Not to Hand Over Jailed Citizen
to Iraq

Attack To Free Prisoners in Yemen Leaves 20 killed,
Injured people

US dumping toxic brew in Iraq

Lavrov Meets Lieberman, Says Talking to Hamas
Important
Erdogan: Israel Must Apologize for Gaza Blockade
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Iran plans to exploit uranium
A few days after Iran began injecting
fuel into its first nuclear power plant,
Iran's nuclear point man says the
country plans to explore and exploit
uranium."After Bushehr power plant, exploration and
exploitation of uranium is on the agenda. ...

Germany – Banning of IHH
stigmatises all Islamic humanitarian
activism!
The announcement on July 12 that
the German government has banned
the Muslim charity Internationale Humanitaere
Hilfsorganisation (IHH) is a blow for Islamic charitable
efforts to support needy people all over the world, and
in Palestine in ...

Forensic Reports On Flotilla Martyrs
Following the Israeli attack on
“Palestine Our Route, Humanitarian
Aid Our Load” flotilla, lawyers from
MAZLUMDER’s Istanbul Office held a
press meeting regarding their
roadmap for legal action and the
forensic examination reports made available ...

Fuel injection operations start in Bushehr NPP
Blind terrorism begotten by US, UK

IHRC condemns French burqa ban

Turkey Freezes Defense Deals with Israel in Wake of
Gaza Flotilla Raid

Iran stand against enemies under Quranic teachings

Israel's Gaza Blockade 'Not Sustainable': G8

Saudis say they won't help Iran's enemy

US Warns Turkey Must Show Commitment to West

Kyrgyzstan Asks Russia Military Help: "Violence out of
Control
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